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Bloomsbury Professional in Scotland provide unrivalled digital content for legal and tax practitioners as well as academic institutions. With fully searchable content, written by leading experts in their field, our services give you the most authoritative and up-to-date information at the touch of a button.

We provide bespoke collections of services to meet your particular business needs with lots of handy features including:

- Super-fast searching of a vast library of information at a fraction of paper copy prices
- The option to build your own personalised set of frequently used documents for ease of reference
- Content updated throughout the subscription year at no extra cost.

Our lightning-fast platform is intuitive meaning no special training is required and all our services are available for no-obligation free trials. Email professionalsales@bloomsbury.com for details.
Scottish Law Service

Instant access to unrivalled content from Scotland’s leading experts in all key areas of practice

This is the ideal resource for firms of solicitors who are looking for a full digital library covering all areas of Scots Law.

Subscribers will benefit from

• access to a full library of leading Scots law texts at the touch of a button
• content that can easily be shared with colleagues or clients even if they don’t subscribe themselves
• the ability to build their own set of frequently used documents

Contents

A Fingertip Guide to Criminal Law
Abolition of Feudal Tenure in Scotland
Adult Protection and the Law in Scotland
Commercial Leases
Contract Law in Scotland
Conveyancing Practice in Scotland
Delictual Liability
Divorce and Dissolution of Civil Partnership in the Sheriff Court
Drafting Wills in Scotland
Employment Law in Scotland
Family Law in Scotland
Reed and Murdoch: Human Rights Law in Scotland
The Law of Banking in Scotland
Local Government Law in Scotland: An Introduction
Mental Health, Incapacity and the Law in Scotland
Missives
Professor McDonald’s Conveyancing Manual
Property Trusts and Succession
The Requirements of Writing
Scotland’s Constitution Law and Practice
Scots Criminal Law
Scots Law of Succession

Scottish Tax Service

A unique service for a unique tax system

Our Scottish Tax Service is the only service tailored specifically to the needs of Scottish practitioners and is simply the best way of keeping up to date with Scotland’s unique tax regime. All practitioners who have clients based in Scotland, or with interests there, need to have a clear understanding of both Scottish and UK tax regimes that are deceptively alike but dangerously dissimilar.

Written by an expert team of authors and updated throughout the year at no extra cost, Bloomsbury Professional’s Scottish Tax Service includes:

• Inheritance in Tax in Scotland
• Land and Buildings Transaction Tax
• The Management of Taxes in Scotland
• Trusts and Estates in Scotland
• Capital Gains Tax
• Corporation Tax
• Income Tax (Includes chapter on Scottish rate of Income Tax)
• VAT
• Bloomsbury’s Tax Rates and Tables

Subscribers will benefit from

• option to use as stand-alone subscription or fully integrate it into their Bloomsbury package
• ability to search a library of information and share full text content with clients and colleagues
• excellent value for money
Scots Law Online

Exclusive bespoke service for members of the Law Society of Scotland

Scots Law Online is published in partnership with the Law Society of Scotland to provide their members with affordable and authoritative digital libraries. You can choose from three modules, Conveyancing, Criminal Law and General Practice or subscribe to all three, providing you with expert guidance in all key areas of practice.

If you are a member of the Law Society of Scotland, please email us for further details and to register for a no-obligation free trial—scotslawonline@bloomsbury.com.

Personal Injury Damages in Scotland Online

A “must have” for all those involved in with PI Damages in Scotland

PI Damages in Scotland provides PI lawyers and claims companies with access to expert edited judgments with copious reference to case law. This service is kept up-to-date with three updates a year, at no extra cost.

Subscribing to this service will provide you with:

- instant access to reliable precedents
- in-depth coverage of major topics with copious reference to case law
- the opportunity to share content with clients even if they don’t subscribe themselves
- the ability to build your own set of frequently used documents

Court of Session Practice Online

The only online resource available on the ever changing rules and procedures of the Court of Session

The Court of Session Practice is written by practitioners with expert knowledge on how the Court works on a daily basis making it a “must have” for judges, advocates, solicitor advocates, solicitors and clerks of court undertaking Court of Session work.

New sets of practice rules, and rules revoking established procedure are regular and their implications can prove both radical and far reaching. Subscribing to Court of Session Practice Online ensures subscribers are kept fully up-to-date with these changes as well as:

- The jurisdiction of the Court of Session
- Substantive law as it affects the Court
- Obligations of the UK under international conventions

This service can be used as a stand-alone resource or fully integrated in to your Bloomsbury suite of services.
**Bespoke Online Services for Academic Institutions**

We offer bespoke services for academic institutions with content from our leading student list. Each institution can simply choose the titles they recommend to their students and we will provide them with a bespoke online service on our fully-searchable and intuitive platform—no training required.

- Barr et al: Drafting Wills in Scotland
- Cameron: Thomson’s Delictual Liability
- Cockburn & Mitchell: Commercial Leases in Scotland
- Crerar: The Law of Banking in Scotland
- Cubie: Scots Criminal Law
- Dewart: Scottish Legal System
- Gretton & Steven: Property Trusts and Succession
- Guthrie: Scottish Property Law
- Guthrie: Social Work Law in Scotland
- Harper: Fingertip Guide to Criminal Law
- Himsworth O’Neill: Scotland’s Constitution
- Hiram: Scots Law of Succession
- Macfarlane: Thomson’s Family Law in Scotland
- MacQueen & Dewart: Studying Scots Law
- MacQueen & Thomson: Contract Law in Scotland
- McMaster, Prior & Watchman: Scottish Planning Law
- Middlemiss & Downie: Employment Law in Scotland
- Murdoch: Human Rights Law in Scotland
- Reed & Murdoch: Human Rights Law in Scotland
- Richardson & Anderson: McAllister’s Scottish Law of Leases
- Ross, Chalmers & Callander: Walker & Walker—The Law of Evidence in Scotland
- Scotland Smith and Young: Adult Protection and the Law on Scotland
- Stavert & Patrick: Mental Health, Incapacity and the Law in Scotland
- Stewart & Sinclair: Conveyancing Practice in Scotland

Our online services for academic institutions provide students with:

- access to a fully searchable library of Bloomsbury titles on reading lists
- content that can easily be downloaded and referenced in essays
- the ability to build their own set of frequently used resources

Price on application—contact:

Bloomsbury Professional
The Scottish Law and Tax Publisher
9-10 St Andrew Square
Edinburgh
EH10 6QY

Email: bpscotland@bloomsbury.com
Free trial

If you are interested in a free trial to any of our online services please email professionalsales@bloomsbury.com.